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Abstract

The ISIS accelerators currently use the Vista Controls System software Vsystem for machine control purposes. In this paper we describe our preliminary work in evaluating a possible migration to the EPICS control system, with emphasis on lessons learned in our previous software migration. We outline a Vsystem/EPICS bridge that has been developed to facilitate the trial and any migration following on from that evaluation.

A HISTORY OF CHANGE

The ISIS spallation neutron source saw first beam in 1984 and was formally opened in 1985, with a second target station commissioned in 2008 [1]. Over the course of 35 years the controls system has had to incorporate several generations of computer and embedded systems. The control system has also undergone two migrations of server hardware platforms (GEC → DEC Alpha, DEC Alpha → HP Itanium). The first of these hardware platform migrations was also a migration of operating system (GEC Core OS → OpenVMS) and controls system software (GRACES / BABBAGE → Vsystem) [2].

With the announced discontinuation of the Itanium processor architecture [3], a transition to a commodity x86 platform is in the early stages. This will be combined, again, with a change of operating system as we migrate to Linux. Since the existing Vista Controls System software product Vsystem [4], colloquially called Vista, used to control the accelerators may be run on a mixture of operating systems (OpenVMS, Linux, and Windows) and their compatible hardware platforms, this is anticipated to be complex but solvable.

However, during this computer hardware platform and operating system migration we also plan to conduct an evaluation of the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) [5]. If this evaluation is successful, we may conduct a second controls system software migration.

VSYSTEM AND EPICS COMPARISON

Vsystem and EPICS both originated in work done during the 1980s to create a control system for the Ground Test Accelerator Controls System (GTACS) at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) [6]. While EPICS eventually became an open-source project developed as a collaboration between multiple accelerator organisations, Vista is a closed-source commercial product with paid support. Both are distributed control systems with common features such as databases, and channels (Vsystem) or process variables (EPICS).

Vsystem is the more centralised of the two with databases existing on central servers, and the expectation that input and output to the hardware will be performed by readers and handlers respectively running on the same servers. In EPICS Input/Output Controllers (IOCs), the equivalent of Vsystem’s readers and handlers, are expected to be distributed and localised to the controlled hardware along with the databases.

FRONT END TEST STAND

The EPICS evaluation will be conducted on the ISIS Front End Test Stand (FETS) [7], a hardware development system separate from the main ISIS accelerators. FETS consists of a Penning ion source, a magnetic low energy beam transport (LEBT) to focus the ion beam, a Radio Frequency Quadrupole accelerator (RFQ) to bunch and accelerate the beam, a medium energy beam transport (MEBT) and a chopper line to increase the separation of the bunches ready for injection into a synchrotron.

The existing controls hardware on FETS is a mixture of our in-house developed Controls Standard STE (CSS) and CompactPCI Standard (CPS) systems. The CSS hardware was developed and deployed in the 1990s and is based on the STEbus standard [8]. It consists of an Intel 80188 processor, an Ethernet card, and one or more commercial off-the-shelf or ISIS-designed I/O cards. The CPS system is an evolution of this design based on CompactPCI hardware [9]. It was developed and designed in the 2000s and is our most current system. The CPS hardware is also undergoing a migration to Linux [10].

This CSS and CPS hardware on FETS already has Vsystem controls interfaces implemented. Since these systems were developed in-house, no existing EPICS IOC are available.

PLANNING FOR MIGRATION

Development work for the EPICS deployment on FETS has not begun with the development of IOCs for CSS and CPS hardware. Instead software has been developed which creates an EPICS bridge to the existing Vsystem controls system. This will allow any existing hardware monitored or controlled by Vsystem to be monitored or controlled through EPICS.

This approach was chosen because it allows us to decouple any future migration of the controls system UI from the migration of the controls system hardware interfaces. Each may be done independently. In addition, since Vsystem hardware interfaces exist for all our currently deployed hardware we can apply finite IOC development effort to...
our newer systems. Planned obsolescence of older hardware systems may remove the need to ever develop IOCs for those systems.

In the specific case of FETS this means that we may choose not to develop IOCs for the older CSS system, while ensuring the CPS system is fully migrated to EPICS.

**IMPLEMENTATION OF THE VSYS-TEM/EPICS BRIDGE**

Our existing Vsystem software runs on OpenVMS servers. OpenVMS is not one of the EPICS supported operating systems, and porting to a new OS presents an unknown amount of work. Fortunately, we have already deployed a system written in Python which uses the MQTT messaging protocol [11] and Vsystem’s events architecture to transmit all changes in channel values to a MQTT broker. This same system allows the values of channels to be set. This allowed us to develop the EPICS bridge on the supported Linux OS, rather than OpenVMS.

![Figure 1: Overview of Vsystem/EPICS bridge pvecho (left), and ordinary IOC (right).](image)

The bridge was written in C++ with EPICS 7, using only the standard libraries and Boost [12] as well as a headers-only MQTT library [13]. Additional attributes describing the channels, such as units, limits, and alarm values were drawn from a CouchDB database [14] developed for another project. The bridge was written to make use of pvDatabaseCPP [15], and thus uses the newer EPICS 4 style process variables. Since we have no legacy IOCs, and there is an easy bridge to EPICS 3 style channel access variables, this approach allows us the maximum design freedom.

The operation of the bridge, called pvecho, is shown in Fig. 1.

**CONCLUSION**

Evaluation of a migration of control systems software to EPICS is underway at the ISIS accelerators, beginning with a test deployment on our FETS hardware. Learning lessons from past migrations we are being careful to perform this initial deployment with careful consideration of phased deployment over a number of years, and of decoupling backend and UI upgrades.